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SIZE

All measurements are in cm

MATERIALS
Schachenmayr Fashion Pieces, 30 g ball
30 g = 102 m
Color 000499 (black dégradé), 13 balls
Color 000398 (black jaspé), 8 balls
Schachenmayr Soft Mix, 25 g ball
25 g = 113 m
Color 000199 (black dégradé), 4 balls

Yarn amounts are approximate. Make sure to purchase 
enough of the same dye lot in order to complete your 
project.

Size 5 mm needles
Size 5 mm circular needle, 100 cm long
Blunt yarn needle for weaving in ends

GAUGE
Garter stitch:
19 sts and 37 rows = 10 cm x 10 cm
Rectangle: approx. 14 cm x 7 cm
Square: approx. 7 cm x 7 cm

THE BASICS
Garter stitch:
K every st, including selvage sts.

Center double decrease:
S2KP: Slip 2 sts as if to knit, k1, pass slipped sts over knitted st.
Motif rows:
(see schematic):
Row 1: Working left to right, work 10 rectangles. Work all 
foll rows from right to left. Arrows on schematic show  
direction of work.
Row 2: Work 1 right square, 9 rectangles, 1 left square.
Row 3: Work 10 rectangles.
Work row 1 once, then work rows [2 and 3] 4 times = 9 
rows total.
By working squares at beg and end of every other row, rec-
tangles are being offset on foll rows.
Rectangle:
Cast on 58 sts.
Next WS row: Knit all sts.
Row 2 [RS]: K13, S2KP, k26, S2KP, k13 = 54 sts.
Row 3 and all foll WS rows: Knit all sts.
Row 4: K12, S2KP, k24, S2KP, k12 = 50 sts.
Row 6: K11, S2KP, k22, S2KP, k11 = 46 sts.
Row 8: K10, S2KP, k20, S2KP, k10 = 42 sts.
Rows 10 – 26: Continue in this manner, working decreases 
as established = 6 sts after row 26.
Row 28: S2KP twice = 2 sts.
Row 29 [WS]: K2tog, pull tail through last st.
Right square:
Worked at beg of rows.
Beg at top right corner of first rectangle on row below and 
ending at center of rectangle, pick up and knit 14 sts along 
top edge of rectangle on row below, then cast on 15 sts = 
29 sts.
Next WS row: Knit.
Row 2 [RS]: K13, S2KP, k13 = 27 sts.
Row 3 and all foll WS rows: Knit all sts.
Row 4: K12, S2KP, k12 = 25 sts.
Row 6: K11, S2KP, k11 = 23 sts.
Row 8: K10, S2KP, k10 = 21 sts.
Rows 10 – 26: Continue in this manner, working decreases 
as established.
Row 28: S2KP = 1 st.
Pull yarn tail through last st.
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Back and Fronts
Width, back 56
Width, fronts 42
Armhole depth 21
Total length 77
Sleeves
Cuff width 29
Upper arm width 42
Length to sleeve cap 34
Total length 44

Knit

Easy
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Left square:
Worked at end of rows.
Beg at top left corner of last rectangle, pick up and knit 15 sts 
along left side edge of last rectangle, then pick up and knit 
14 sts along top edge of rectangle on row below = 29 sts.
Work left square same as for right square.

COLOR PLACEMENT
Follow schematic and key for color placement.

INSTRUCTIONS
NOTE: Back and fronts are worked in one piece. Armholes 
are worked as simple slits.

Back and Fronts
Work first motif row from left to right, work all foll motif 
rows from right to left. Arrows on schematic show direc-
tion of work.
Motif row 1: Work first rectangle as instructed. For each of 
the following 9 rectangles, cast on 43 sts. Beg at bottom 
right corner of previous rectangle, pick up and knit 15 sts 
along right side edge of previous rectangle = 58 sts, then 
work as first rectangle.
Motif row 2: Work right right square as instructed. Beg at 
top left corner of square, pick up and knit 15 sts along left 
side edge of square, then beg at center of first rectang-
le on row below and end at center of 2nd rectangle on 
row below, pick up and knit 28 sts along top edge of these 
rectangles, then cast on 15 sts = 58 sts. Work rectangle as 
instructed.
For remaining 8 rectangles, pick up and knit 15 sts along 
left side edge of previous rectangle, beginning at top left 
corner of previous rectangle, then proceed picking up sts 
and casting on sts as for first rectangle. Work left square as 
instructed at end of row.
Motif row 3: For first rectangle, cast on 15 sts. Beg at top 
right corner of square on row below, pick up and knit 14 sts 
along top edge of square, then beg at top right corner of 
first rectangle on row below and ending at center of rect-
angle, pick up and knit 14 sts along top edge of rectangle 
on row below (= 28 picked-up sts), then cast on 15 sts = 58 
sts. Work rectangle as instructed.

For next 8 rectangles, pick up and knit 15 sts along left side 
edge of previous rectangle, beginning at top left corner of 
previous rectangle, then pick up and knit 28 sts along top 
edge of left and right half of the 2 rectangles on row below, 
then cast on 15 sts = 58 sts. For last rectangle, pick up and 
knit 15 sts along left side edge of previous rectangle, be-
ginning at top left corner of previous rectangle, then beg 
at center of last rectangle on row below and end at top left 
corner, pick up and knit 14 sts along top edge of last rect-
angle on row below, then pick up and knit 14 sts along top 
edge of square on row below, then cast on 15 sts = 58 sts.
Repeat motif rows 2 and 3 three more times.
At same time, after having completed motif row 5, work 
armhole slits as foll: Divide work into 3 sections as shown 
on bottom schematic and work each section separately 
through motif row 8.
Beg on motif row 9, work across all sts again.
After having completed motif row 9 and piece measures 
approx. 63 cm from beg, work garter st edging as foll: With 
circular needle and black jaspé (Fashion Pieces), pick up 
and knit 268 sts along top edge of motif row 9. Work in 
garter st for 14 cm, then bind off all sts.
Total length = approx. 77 cm.

Sleeves
With black jaspé (Fashion Pieces), cast on 58 sts and work 
in garter st for 8 rows. Shape sleeve: Inc 1 st at beg and end 
of next row = 60 sts.
Repeat inc row every foll 10th row 11 times = 82 sts.
Work even until sleeve measures 35 cm from cast-on.
Shape sleeve cap: Bind off 2 sts at beg of next 28 rows,  
3 sts at beg of next 2 rows, 4 sts at beg of next 2 rows. Bind 
off remaining 12 sts.
Total length = approx. 44 cm.

FINISHING
Pin pieces to measurements and block. Sew sleeve seams, 
then set sleeves into armholes.
Carefully weave in all ends.
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Schematic (measurements are in cm)

Schematic for placement of rectangles and squares

BackLeft Front Right Front

Sleeve

Key
     =  right square with black dégradé (Fashion Pieces)
     =  left square with black dégradé (Fashion Pieces)

 =  rectangle with black dégradé (Fashion Pieces)
 =  rectangle with blackdégradé (Soft Mix)
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